Abstract: A general design approach to design polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates is proposed. These polymorphic circuits can adaptively adjust their functionalities with the changes of the electrical characteristics of components induced by the change of environment. The single function circuits that can work correctly and maintain their functionalities in different environments can be regarded as a special kind of polymorphic circuits. The general design approach for these circuits is proposed, and based on this approach, the general design approach to designing polymorphic circuits is also proposed. It is proved that a polymorphic circuit with any two different functions in two different environments can be implemented with a complete polymorphic gate set, and a definition on the gate set is given and the completeness is also discussed. Finally, these general design approaches are analysed and some experiments are performed to demonstrate their efficiency.
Introduction
In general, a conventional circuit fails in extreme environments because of the dramatic change of transistors' electrical characteristics. For example, a conventional AND gate fails at extremely high temperatures such as 3208C [1] . There are two primary deficiencies of conventional circuits: (i) The functionalities of conventional circuits have changed unexpectedly or are damaged drastically when the environment changes, such as extreme environment with a high temperature [1, 2] ; and (ii) Although some circuits can work normally in extreme environments, the functionalities of circuits are no longer polymorphic to the changed environment.
In some applications, environment-tolerant or adaptive circuits are required for some special missions, such as engine electronics, deep ocean exploration, oil/petrol industry, deep space exploration and so on [1, 3, 4] . For example, in deep space exploration, extreme temperaturetolerant circuits are required to operate both in extremely low temperatures such as 22208C on Neptune and in extremely high temperatures such as 4708C on Venus [5] . There are two different approaches to deal with this problem. One is to fabricate gates or circuits using special materials such as silicon-on-insulator technologies, gallium arsenide (GaAs), silicon carbide (SiC) and so on [2] . This kind of circuit can work normally in extreme environments, but cannot automatically change their functions according to the changed environment. The other is through polymorphic gates that are fabricated with common transistors. The polymorphic gates are designed to perform different functions in different environments [4] . For example, polymorphic gate AND/OR controlled by temperature operates as AND at 278C and as OR at 1258C [4] . Therefore it is possible to design circuits, which that can perform different functions under different environments. This kind of circuit is called polymorphic circuits in this paper. The single function circuits that can maintain their functionalities in different environments can be regarded as a special kind of polymorphic circuits. Polymorphic circuits considered in this paper refer to the combinational logic circuits.
As for traditional logic gates, there are excellent logic circuit design methods that can be found in textbooks [6, 7] . However, to the best of our knowledge, although polymorphic gates have been studied for years, there is no general approach to designing polymorphic circuits based on such a kind of polymorphic gates. The objective of this paper is to put forward a general approach to designing these polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates. For convenience, the general approach to design a special kind of polymorphic circuits, that is, the single function circuits, is firstly proposed, and based on this approach, the general approach to design any polymorphic circuit is proposed. This paper proves that a polymorphic circuit with any two different functions in two different environments can be implemented by a complete polymorphic gate set.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the backgrounds of polymorphic circuits. Section 3 describes the problems. Section 4 gives a general approach to designing single function circuits in different modes. Section 5 gives the general approach to designing polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates. Section 6 gives some examples and discussions. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Background

Polymorphic electronics
Polymorphic electronics have several intrinsically built-in functions and can provide different functions under the control of certain global parameters such as temperature, Vdd, light and so on [4] . In polymorphic electronics, a function change does not require reconfiguration. It is different from traditional multi-functional electronics, which are based on switching or multiplexing the output of single-functional modules. The conventionally designed multi-functional gates are not usually regarded as polymorphic gates [8] .
The NASA JPL laboratory has carried out some fundamental work in this field. Stoica et al. [1, 2, 4, 5, 9 -11] designed and implemented some basic polymorphic gates using NMOS, PMOS transistors and FPTA and have done some self-repair experiments in extreme environments. For example, a NAND/NOR gate is fabricated in 0.5 mm CMOS technology and controlled by Vdd [4] . Some examples of the existing polymorphic gates implemented by Stoica et al. are shown in Table 1 in [8, 12] .
The other research group in this field is led by Sekanina. Sekanina et al. [8, [12] [13] [14] evolved the gate-level polymorphic digital circuits using polymorphic gates as building blocks and discussed the scalability problem of the polymorphic digital circuit design. Based on the basic polymorphic gates implemented by Stoica and coworkers, Sekanina et al. [14] also did some work on the improvement of existing polymorphic gates in order to design nontrivial multifunctional circuits controlled by Vdd. For example, they designed a polymorphic circuit with evolutionary algorithms, which behaves as a 2-bit multiplier in mode 1 and as a 2-bit adder in mode 2 [8] . However, it is difficult to design complex circuits through a simple evolutionary algorithm.
Evolutionary design approach
In this paper, our goal is to present a general approach to design polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates. First, we assume that the suitable polymorphic gates exist and can be used to build the circuits. The works of Stoica and coworkers introduced in Section 2.1 make this assumption possible. In this paper, three polymorphic gates are adopted as examples. They are listed as follows [4, 8] : For example, the 'polymorphic gate 0' denotes that the gate operates as NAND in mode 1 and as NOR in mode 2. In all the figures in this paper, the rectangle with a number i in the centre refers to the 'polymorphic gate i'.
Because of the characteristics of polymorphic circuits, they cannot be designed in a conventional way directly. An evolutionary approach has been proposed by Sekanina [8, 12] to design the polymorphic circuits that can perform different functions according to different environments. With minor modifications, the method of fitness evaluation adopted in this paper is shown as follows [8] 
End.
It is noted that such an evolutionary approach can only evolve small-scale polymorphic circuits; for example, a 2-bit multiplier in mode 1 and a 2-bit adder in mode 2 [8] .
In Sections 4 and 5, a general approach to designing large-scale polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates is given. In the following section, the concise problem is defined.
Problems
In this paper, we use polymorphic gates to design the polymorphic circuits, which can maintain or adaptively change their functionalities in different environments. It is different from Stoica's and Sekanina's works. Stoica et al. [1, 2, 4, 5, 9 -11] mainly devoted to designing the basic physical polymorphic gates and recovering basic gates' functionalities through reconfiguration when the environment changes. Sekanina's works are mainly concerned with designing the polymorphic circuits through evolutionary approach. The primary limitation of the evolutionary approach is that it can only deal with some concrete problems in small scale. That is to say, the major problem is scalability. In addition, some questions, such as what kind of polymorphic circuits can be designed, how many basic polymorphic gates are enough, whether the existing circuit design results can be used repeatedly and so forth, are not discussed in the available references.
In this paper, the polymorphic circuits that can maintain or adaptively change their functionalities without reconfiguration when the environment changes are designed and discussed. It is proved that the polymorphic circuits with any combination of two functionalities in two different environments can be implemented by a complete polymorphic gate set, and the general approach to design such circuits with polymorphic gates is also proposed. According to this approach, the existing circuit design results can be used repeatedly, and all the existing conventional circuit designing methods dealing with the scalability problem can also be applied to deal with the scalability problem of polymorphic circuit design, even if polymorphic gates are adopted here.
4
General approach to design the single function circuits
In this paper, for convenience, the basic polymorphic logic circuits, that is, AND, OR and NOT, which have the same functionalities in different modes of polymorphic gates, are called AND-cell, OR-cell and NOT-cell, respectively. First, using polymorphic gates, the AND, OR and NOTs are implemented with evolutionary algorithm described in Section 2.2. Secondly, it is proved that any single function circuit can be implemented with a complete polymorphic gate set. Finally, accompanied by the proof principle, a general design approach is proposed. Single function circuits considered in this paper refer to the combinational logic circuits.
Lemma 1:
The AND, OR and NOT cells can be implemented with polymorphic gates 0 and 1, and the cells can maintain their functionalities in both modes 1 and 2.
Proof: If we can give satisfactory circuits for the AND, OR and NOT cells, this proposition will be proved. The evolutionary approach described in Section 2.2 is adopted to evolve such basic cells. The results are shown in Fig. 1 . For example, the polymorphic circuit shown in Fig. 1a performs an AND function in both modes 1 and 2. So, the polymorphic circuits shown in Fig. 1 give a satisfactory implementation of these three logic cells and thus Lemma 1 is proved. A Theorem 1: Any single function circuit can be implemented with polymorphic gates 0 and 1, and the circuit can maintain the same functionality in both modes 1 and 2.
Proof: According to Lemma 1, AND, OR and NOT cells can be implemented using polymorphic gates 0 and 1, and the cells can maintain their functionalities in both modes 1 and 2. Furthermore, any combinational logic circuit can be implemented with AND, OR and NOT cells. Considering these basic cells shown in Fig. 1 as building blocks, any single function combinational logic circuit can be implemented with polymorphic gates 0 and 1, and the circuit can maintain its functionality in both modes 1 and 2. A
In order to give a more general theorem, a definition is given as follows.
Definition 1: Given a polymorphic gate set P ¼ {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } ¼ {a 1 =b 1 , a 2 =b 2 , . . . , a n =b n }, p i ¼ a i =b i (1 i n), the polymorphic gate p i performs a i function in mode 1 and b i function in mode 2. If AND, OR and NOT cells can be built using this set entirely and these cells can maintain their functionalities in both modes 1 and 2, the polymorphic gate set will be considered as a complete polymorphic gate set. If a complete polymorphic gate set is no longer a complete one when any polymorphic gate is removed from it, it will be considered a minimal complete polymorphic gate set.
According to this definition, the polymorphic gate set fNAND/NOR, OR/XOR,XOR/(NOT a AND b)g is a complete polymorphic gate set. The polymorphic gate set fNAND/NOR, OR/XORg is a minimal complete polymorphic gate set.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 can be obtained.
Theorem 2:
Any single function circuit can be implemented with a complete polymorphic gate set, and the circuit can maintain the same functionality in both modes 1 and 2.
The above two theorems provide a theoretic foundation for the design of the single function combinational logic circuit, which can maintain their functionalities in two different environments. They tell us clearly that such single function circuits can be implemented using a complete polymorphic gate set. They can also guide our design. For example, if the polymorphic gate set adopted is not a complete one, it is possible that some expected circuits cannot be obtained with this incomplete set.
Actually, the proof of the theorems provides a general approach to designing single function combinational logic circuits. First, construct the single function basic cells such as AND, OR and NOT cells with some polymorphic gates. Secondly, use these basic cells as building blocks to build the expected combinational logic circuits. A concrete implementation of this general approach is described in Section 6.
5
General approach to designing the polymorphic circuits A polymorphic circuit can perform different functions in different environments. For convenience, we only take into account the combinational logic circuits and two different environments in this paper.
Definition 2:
A polymorphic combinational logic circuit denotes the polymorphic combinational logic circuit that can perform function f 1 in mode 1 and function f 2 in mode 2.
There are two different instances. When f 1 is the same as f 2 , it means that the polymorphic digital circuit can maintain its functionality despite the changes in hardware characteristics induced by the changes of environments. This is in nature the single function combinational logic circuit discussed in Section 4. In contrast, when f 1 is different from f 2 , it means that the digital circuit can adjust its functionality required by change of the environment.
Theorem 3:
The polymorphic combinational logic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be implemented with polymorphic gates 0 and 1.
Proof:
The construction method is adopted to prove this proposition. According to Lemma 1, AND, OR and NOT cell-can be implemented using polymorphic gates 0 and 1 in each mode. Furthermore, any combinational logic circuit can be implemented with AND, OR and NOT cells. So, the combinational logic circuit with any function can be implemented using polymorphic gates 0 and 1 in each mode. Therefore the following steps should be followed:
First, the sub-circuit with function f 1 in mode 1 and that with function f 2 in mode 2 are designed using polymorphic gates 0 and 1, respectively. Secondly, these two digital circuits should be assembled with a multiplexer. Finally, the satisfactory polymorphic combinational logic circuit is obtained and its architecture is shown in Fig. 2 .
A In order to ensure the circuit's functionality, the multiplexer being adopted should work correctly in both modes 1 and 2. One example of the multiplexer is shown in Fig. 3 . A 2N-bit multiplexer consists of n 2-bit multiplexers. The 2-bit multiplexer selects input a as the output when the selective signal s is of high voltage and input b when s is of low voltage. The selective signal s should have enough sensitivity on the environment. When the environment changes, the signal s should also change. Signal s can be easily obtained through polymorphic gates. For example, the output of polymorphic gate 0, whose one input is set to high voltage and the other to low voltage, behaves as the selective signal s. Then, the signal s is of high voltage in mode 1 and of low voltage in mode 2.
As a conclusion, any expected polymorphic combinational logic circuit can be built with polymorphic gates 0 and 1. So Theorem 3 is proved.
To avoid confusion, more information required based on the above proof is given as follows.
1. Regardless of the source of the selective signal s, the multiplexer given in Fig. 3 can be regarded a single function circuit. Therefore according to Theorem 2, this kind of multiplexer circuit exists and can be obtained from a complete polymorphic gate set.
Can any polymorphic gate provide the selective signal s?
The answer is yes. Without the loss of generality, suppose one polymorphic gate with two inputs. For all combinations of inputs, that is, 00, 01, 10 and 11, if the outputs of one polymorphic gate in different modes are always the same, this is not a polymorphic gate. That is to say, at lease one input combination will make the polymorphic gate generate different outputs in two modes. Therefore the selective signal s can be obtained by setting the inputs of the polymorphic gate as one of the input combinations with different outputs.
Therefore similar to the proof of the previous theorems, Theorem 4 is obtained.
Theorem 4:
The polymorphic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be implemented with a complete polymorphic gate set.
These theorems provide theoretical foundation for the design of the polymorphic combinational logic circuits with polymorphic gates. They tell us clearly that such kinds of polymorphic combinational logic circuits with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be designed and implemented using a complete polymorphic gate set.
Actually, the proof of the theorems provides a general approach to designing the polymorphic combinational logic circuits. First, build the corresponding sub-circuits with polymorphic gates in each mode. Secondly, design the multiplexer that can maintain its functionality in different polymorphic modes. Finally, assemble these single function circuits and multiplexer, and the expected polymorphic circuit is obtained. A concrete implementation of this general approach is described in the next section.
6
Examples and discussion
Examples of single function circuits
The general approach proposed in Section 4 to designing single function combinational logic circuits can be divided into the following three steps:
Step 1. Design the combinational logic circuit with correct functionality using basic logic cells such as AND, OR, NOT, XOR and so on.
Step 2. Construct the single function basic logic cells used in step 1 with polymorphic gates and ensure that the basic logic cells can maintain their functionalities in both modes 1 and 2.
Step 3. Replace the basic logic cells used in step 1 by the polymorphic circuits constructed in step 2.
For example, a single function 2 Â 3-bit multiplier circuit is the expected circuit.
1. According to step 1, first a conventional 2 Â 3-bit multiplier circuit should be designed. Any design method can be adopted. Even the existing design results can be adopted if available. An example of a 2 Â 3-bit multiplier circuit is shown in Fig. 4a [15] . The circuit consists of 14 basic cells, including three kinds of cells (AND, XOR and NOT). 2. According to step 2, AND, XOR and NOT cells should be constructed with polymorphic gates. Although we have proved that only the two polymorphic gates 0 and 1 are enough to construct any combinational logic circuit, one more appropriate polymorphic gate can reduce the complexity of the constructed circuits. So, three polymorphic gates described in Section 2.2 are used to construct the AND, XOR and NOT cells. The evolutionary approach described in Section 2.2 is adopted and the results are shown in Figs. 4b -d. 3. Finally, according to step 3, all the AND, XOR and NOT cells shown in Fig. 4a should be replaced by the Fig. 2 Architecture of a polymorphic digital circuit Fig. 3 Example of a 2n-bit multiplexer that can maintain its functionality in both modes 1 and 2 polymorphic circuits shown in Figs. 4b -d Then, the satisfactory 2 Â 3-bit multiplier circuit is obtained.
Examples of polymorphic circuits
The general approach proposed in Section 5 to design polymorphic combinational logic circuits can be divided into the following four steps.
Step 1. Divide the polymorphic combinational logic circuit into three sub-circuits: a sub-circuit with function f 1 in mode 1, a sub-circuit with function f 1 in mode 2 and a multiplexer.
Step 2. Design sub-circuits with functions f 1 and f 2 .
Step 3. Design the multiplexer that can maintain its functionality in both modes 1 and 2.
Step 4. Assemble the three sub-circuits as shown in Fig. 2 .
It is that a divide-and-conquer method. It divides the design problem of polymorphic combinational logic circuits into three sub-problems: one is the design problem of a multiplexer and can maintain its functionality in both modes 1 and 2 and the other two are the design problems of the conventional combinational logic circuits.
In step 2, the design of the two sub-circuits is the that of same as the conventional circuits. So, all the design methods of conventional circuits can be used here.
In step 3, the multiplexer that maintains its functionality in both modes 1 and 2 can be designed through the general approach proposed in Section 4 or through an evolutionary approach. One example of the multiplexer is given in Fig. 3 . After the three sub-circuits are assembled, the expected polymorphic combinational logic circuit is obtained.
An example is given to demonstrate how this general approach works. The expected circuit is a polymorphic combinational logic circuit that behaves as a 2-bit multiplier in mode 1 and as a 2-bit adder in mode 2. The complete polymorphic gate set fNAND/NOR, OR/XOR, XOR/(NOT a AND b)g is adopted. First, a 2-bit multiplier circuit should be designed using NAND, OR and XOR gates in mode 1, and a 2-bit adder circuit should be designed using NOR, XOR and NOT a AND b gates in mode 2. Any existing method can be used to design these two circuits. In this paper, these two circuits are designed through an evolutionary approach and the results are shown in Figs. 5a and b. The 8-bit multiplexer consists of four 2-bit multiplexers. One example of the 2-bit multiplexer is shown in Fig. 3b , and it is obtained through the evolutionary approach described in Section 2.2. Assembling these three subcircuits, the expected polymorphic combinational logic circuit is obtained and is shown in Fig. 5 .
In addition, in the above examples, the multiplexer needs the selective signal s. It is noted that this selective signal s is not always required because we can use the evolutionary algorithm in Section 2.2 to generate a multiplexer. An example is given in Section 6.3.
Discussions
Actually, this general design approach is a divide-and-conquer approach. The design of conventional combinational logic circuits is the foundation of the design of polymorphic circuits. So, all existing design methods can be adopted in the design of polymorphic circuits, such as traditional design techniques, evolutionary design techniques and so on. Furthermore, to solve the scalability problem of designing polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates, all the conventional methods can be adopted. The existing methods based on evolutionary algorithms to deal the scalability problem can be divided into three classes. (i) Improve the evolutionary algorithm. For example, an evolutionary strategy with dynamic mutation rate is adopted in [16, 17] . (ii) Use relatively large blocks to build the circuits, such as building blocks [18] , functional EHW [19] and so on. (iii) Divide-and-conquer strategies, such as output divide, Shannon divide, bidirectional incremental evolution, generalised disjunction decomposition and so on [17, 20, 21] . All these methods can be used in the design of polymorphic circuits to solve the scalability problem. Therefore this general approach proposed in this paper can design the polymorphic circuits on not only a small scale, but also on a large scale.
The polymorphic combinational logic circuit shown in Fig. 5 has also been designed by Sekanina with the evolutionary approach in [8] . Results given in [8] are shown in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 , only 20 polymorphic gates are used, whereas 48 gates are used in Fig. 5 . So our general design approach needs many redundant gates. However, through our general design approach, a polymorphic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be designed, whereas only some concrete and small-scale polymorphic circuits can be designed through the direct evolutionary approach proposed in [8] . For example, a polymorphic circuit that behaves as a 4 Â 4 multiplier in mode 1 and as a 4 þ 4 adder in mode 2 is very difficult and nearly impossible to design directly through the evolutionary Fig. 4 Example of a 2 Â 3 -bit multiplier circuit that can maintain its functionality in both modes 1 and 2 Fig. 5 Example of a polymorphic combinational logic circuit that behaves as a 2-bit multiplier in mode 1 and a 2-bit adder in mode 2 approach, whereas it can be designed easily through our general design approach.
Furthermore, the polymorphic circuit shown in Fig. 5 can be optimised, especially the multiplexer sub-circuit that uses 25 polymorphic gates. According to Theorem 5, it is known that a 2-bit polymorphic multiplexer that selects input a as its output in mode 1 and selects input b as its output in mode 2 can be designed using a complete polymorphic gate set. It is designed using the polymorphic gate set fNAND/NOR, OR/XOR, XOR/(NOT a AND b)g through a directly evolutionary approach described in [8] . The design result is shown in Fig. 7 . So, an 8-bit polymorphic multiplexer uses only eight polymorphic gates. Comparing with the multiplexer shown in Fig. 4c , it reduces 17 active gates. Furthermore, the other two sub-circuits shown in Figs. 4a and b can also be optimised. This can reduce the number of active polymorphic gates further with the existing techniques.
In addition, although only two different environments are thought about in this paper, the theorems and general design approach can be extended to more than two different environments if the suitable polymorphic gates exist. Now, we will discuss the question of the complete polymorphic gate set as follows.
Suppose a polymorphic gate set P ¼ { p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } ¼ {a 1 =b 1 , a 2 =b 2 , . . . , a n =b n }, if {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } is a complete gate set in mode 1 and {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n } is a complete gate set in mode 2. Is P a complete polymorphic gate set? The answer is no.
For example, fNANDg is a complete gate set because NOT a ¼ a NAND a, a AND b
However, fNAND/NORg is not a complete polymorphic gate set. The reason is given as follows.
For a combination of f 1 ¼ a and f 2 ¼ not a, this polymorphic circuit cannot be designed by using the polymorphic gate set {NAND=NOR}. For a circuit with one input built by the gate NAND/NOR, because a NAND a ¼ a NOR a, the output of each gate is the same in two modes. Therefore the output of the circuit is the same in two modes. So, this polymorphic circuit cannot be designed using the polymorphic gate set {NAND=NOR}. According to Definition 1, a polymorphic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be designed with a complete polymorphic gate set. Therefore polymorphic gate set {NAND=NOR} is not a complete polymorphic gate set. From Definition 1, it is known that a complete polymorphic gate set is a complete gate set in each mode. So, the polymorphic gate set is a complete gate set in each mode, which is only essential but not sufficient.
For other examples, the polymorphic gate sets {NAND=NOR, AND=OR}: and {NAND=NOT , NOT =NOR} are not complete polymorphic gate sets, although both are complete gate sets in each mode. In order to consider the completeness of a polymorphic gate set, not only its completeness, in each mode should be considered, but also the relationship of the polymorphic gate function. Theorem 5: To ensure that a polymorphic combinational logic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be implemented with a complete polymorphic gate set, Definition 1 on complete polymorphic gate set is essential and sufficient.
Proof: According to Definition 1 and Theorem 4, it is known that a polymorphic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be designed with a complete polymorphic gate set. Therefore this definition is sufficient. Now we will explain that this definition is essential. For a given polymorphic gate set, if a polymorphic circuit with any combination of f 1 and f 2 functions can be designed, the polymorphic circuits AND/AND, OR/OR and NOT/NOT can be designed. Therefore this polymorphic gate set is a complete polymorphic gate set. So, Definition 1 is essential. In conclusion, Definition 1 on the complete polymorphic gate set is essential and sufficient.
A Some simple complete polymorphic gate sets are given as follows. Obviously, with inserting one polymorphic gate into a complete polymorphic gate set, the set is still a complete one: complete polymorphic gate set 0: fAND/NOT, NOT/ORg; complete polymorphic gate set 1: fAND/NOT, NOT/ ANDg; complete polymorphic gate set 2: fNAND/NOR, OR/ XORg; complete polymorphic gate set 3: fNAND/XOR, XOR/ NORg; complete polymorphic gate set 4: fNAND/NOR, XOR/a OR (NOT b)g.
Conclusions
In some extreme or changed environments, polymorphic circuits, which can maintain or adjust their functionalities according to the environment, are very useful; for example, in deep space exploration. In this paper, a general approach to designing such polymorphic circuits with polymorphic gates is proposed. By this general design approach, any existing conventional circuit design method and any existing method to deal with circuit scalability can be easily adopted. It is proved that a polymorphic circuit with any combination of two functions in two different environments can be implemented by a complete polymorphic gate set. This provides a theoretic foundation for the design of polymorphic circuits. The completeness of the polymorphic gate set is also discussed in this paper. For future work, a theoretical approach to justifying whether or not any polymorphic gate set given is a complete polymorphic gate set needs to be studied. In addition, the creative design method of polymorphic circuits of larger scale will be considered. 
